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Behaviorology is an independently organized discipline featuring the natural science of behavior. Behaviorologists study the functional relations between behavior and its independent variables in the behavior–determining environment. Behaviorological accounts are based on the behavioral capacity of the species, the personal history of the behaving organism, and the current physical and social environment in which behavior occurs. Behaviorologists discover the natural laws governing behavior. They then develop beneficial behavior–engineering technologies applicable to behavior related concerns in all fields including child rearing, education, employment, entertainment, government, law, marketing, medicine, and self–management.

Behaviorology features strictly natural accounts for behavioral events. In this way behaviorology differs from disciplines that entertain fundamentally superstitious assumptions about humans and their behavior. Behaviorology excludes the mystical notion of a rather spontaneous origination of behavior by the willful action of ethereal, body–dwelling agents connoted by such terms as mind, psyche, self, muse, or even pronouns like I, me, and you.

Among behavior scientists who respect the philosophy of naturalism, two major strategies have emerged through which their respective proponents would have the natural science of behavior contribute to the culture. One strategy is to work in basic non–natural science units and demonstrate to the other members the kind of effective science that natural philosophy can inform. In contrast, behaviorologists are organizing an entirely independent discipline for the study of behavior that can take its place as one of the recognized basic natural sciences.
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This paper extensively revises the author’s report of an earlier research study (Ledoux, 1982a) to highlight the impact further research based on this study might have on the natural science understanding of complex human behavior. Initially, the earlier report was drastically shortened for submission to Behaviorology, the fully peer reviewed journal of TIBA (The International Behaviorology Association) for peer review. As a result of that review, in January 1995 the editor of Behaviorology, Carl Cheney, accepted the piece for publication pending revisions that essentially involved putting back in most of the material that had been removed. This was done but the result ended up being, predictably, too long for publication there. So the work appears here instead (although it had appeared in 1997 in virtually its present form in Origins and Components of Behaviorology [Ledoux, 1997/2002]).—Ed.

...There is no denying the importance of the methods and equipment which have been devised for long-sustained research, but there is also much to be said for an experiment that lasts half an hour—and for a quick and comprehensive look at the fine grain of the behavior in the cumulative record. (B.F. Skinner, 1976. *Farewell my LOVELY!*)

This paper improves and broadens the author’s report of a past behaviorological research study (Ledoux, 1982a). In its present form this paper discusses (a) the question of complex behaviors, especially multiple operators, and (b) an experiment on such operators using a method involving multiple reinforcer sources which the author developed in 1982 to help study these operators. In addition the paper discusses (c) how this method makes possible a research project that replicates basic research on fundamental operator processes while extending that replication to more complex, multiple operators, and (d) how such a research project can be a systematic and purely inductive investigation and cataloging of what happens when various basic contingencies include complex behaviors of the multiple operator type.

This paper refers to many research studies related to simultaneously selectable or simultaneously emittable operators. These studies appeared in the literature of “behavior analysis” when that was the preferred name for behaviorological science. That was near the end of the time period during which this natural science temporarily shared a history with the non-natural discipline of psychology (see Ledoux, 1997a). The perspective of this paper respects that history as well as the evolutionary perspective shared by the different levels of life-science disciplines (see Glenn & Madden, 1995; also see Fraley & Ledoux, 1997, Ch. 6). As a practical result, this paper uses some terms that, while of more recent origin than the reported study, are still consistent with that history and perspective (e.g., “postcedents” and “selectors”; see Ledoux, 1997b; Vargas, 1985).

The simultaneous occurrence of operator responses is an aspect of the behavior of animals, especially humans. Operators regularly, although not always, operate on the environment in ways that provide the selectors that act upon these operators as their own selecting consequences. Since selectors affect any operator whose occurrence precedes them, an operator that occurs simultaneously, or even nearly so, with one or more other operators may be affected by the occurrence of any selectors following any of these operators. In addition, the operator that is producing a particular selecting consequence is sometimes discriminable, and at other times it may not be; this may also affect the selection processes. The effective understanding of why people do what they do, and what can be done about it, requires investigation of these phenomena.

In the dozen years since the research reported here on simultaneously selectable and simultaneously emittable multiple operators was done, the study of complex human behavior has little pursued work on such operators. Instead researchers have focused on other valuable research lines (e.g., on stimulus equivalence; see Sidman, 1994). Some possibly important discoveries must await research
into the effects of simultaneous selectors on simultaneously emittable multiple operants.

**Introduction**

Sometimes complex behavior appears not to be “sensitive” to observed contingencies (i.e., it does not change in ways that observers of those contingencies would predict). Many reasons for this are possible. For instance, some possibly competing contingencies may not be visible to observers. The reasons in particular cases are often unknown. Research should focus on discovering and controlling for these reasons. But research should also do more.

Behaviorological research should develop and promote the use of procedures that improve the sensitivity of behavior to the contingencies in effect because the veracity of data-based conclusions relies on behavior being sensitive to those contingencies. This especially holds in studies of concurrent operants where interactions often occur that might confound the data. Thus, the search for procedures producing greater independent sensitivity of each operant in a multiple operant study is a continuing one. Research on parameters such as the length of change-over delays (CODS) exemplify this search (Allison & Lloyd, 1971; Fantino, Squires, Delbruck, & Peterson, 1972; Pliskoff, 1971; Stubbs & Pliskoff, 1969).

Efforts to enlarge the range of behaviors affected by sensitivity enhancing procedures should also increase. Unfortunately, this does not appear to have been the case with previous concurrent operant research where the application of sensitivity enhancing procedures has been limited to behaviors for which these procedures can establish response independence (from confounding schedule effects) through response succession.

The discussion in the next three sections reviews that situation, offers a possible explanation of why it occurred, and suggests a line of research using a new procedure to improve “sensitivity” (i.e., functional response independence) and reduce concurrent superstition, all without requiring response succession. This research line also seeks to expand the range of behaviors that show enough sensitivity to make studying them productive. One type of behavior that can be included in the expanded range is simultaneously reinforceable concurrent human operants. (“Simultaneously reinforceable” means that a response on one manipulandum can be selected at the same time that a response on another manipulandum is selected; this implies that the manipulanda are simultaneously available, and that the responses are simultaneously emittable.)

The pivot point for discussing the historical context, present status, and future behaviorological research possibilities with respect to simultaneously reinforceable concurrent operants is Charles Catania’s book chapter “Concurrent Operants” (Catania, 1966). At the time the research reported in this paper occurred, this chapter was the seminal treatment of issues affecting research in concurrent operants, including formal aspects of programming, classification of concurrent operants, schedule effects, local interactions, quantitative relations, and various preferences. This book chapter set the pace for nearly all subsequent concurrent operant research. But that turned out to be, in some ways, a hindrance as well as a help.

**Historical Background**

One difficulty is that Catania’s book chapter did not attempt to deal with simultaneously reinforceable concurrent operants. In addition, his discussions of procedures, subjects, and future lines of research were such as to reduce researchers’ further interest in this type of concurrent operants. This section, after dealing with the issue of definitions, will review studies that are relevant to simultaneously reinforceable concurrent operants, and thereby expand on Catania’s coverage.

**Definitions.** In *Schedules of Reinforcement*, Ferster and Skinner (1957) defined concurrent operants as:

> Two or more responses, of different topography at least with respect to locus, capable of being executed with little mutual interference at the same time or in rapid alteration, under the control of separate programming devices (e.g., responses to two keys present at the same time under separate schedules). (p. 724, emphasis added)

Catania quotes this definition on his first page, but he proceeds to say “In the case of concurrent operants, the organism’s alternatives are...to emit one or another of the available operants” (p. 213). But for his definition to agree with the Ferster/Skinner definition, it would have to read “…to emit one or another or *both* of the available operants.” This difference is significant; Catania’s definition led, as will be seen, to constraints on the directions subsequent researchers were inclined to take.

The basis of this definitional omission, which pertains to the question of whether response succession is required or not for response independence, and why, will be detailed later. For now, successive responses, in Catania’s view, are required as they make the occurrence of concurrent superstitions avoidable (Catania and Cuts, 1961, defined concurrent superstition as the accidental correlation of one operant with the reinforcement produced by a different operant; compare this with simple superstition which is a correlation of a response with accidental, non-contingent reinforcement). Catania (1966) further suggests that the use of a COD is the most reasonable way to obtain successive responses. But CODS may not be neces-
sary because obtaining successive responses is only one way to generate independence of schedule effects.

**Related research.** Ferster (1957, 1959) follows the definition of concurrent operants that he published with Skinner. In his 1957 study, the responses were simultaneously emittable and simultaneously reinforceable. Chimpanzees pressed two keys, one with each hand. The schedule for the two keys was concurrent (CONC) variable interval (VI) 4′ fixed ratio (FR) 120 (i.e., CONC VI 4′ FR 120). These schedules were selected because, when presented singly, they generate quite different yet stable response patterns; so when presented concurrently, the researcher might more quickly notice changes in the response pattern under either schedule. Results showed only minor changes in schedule patterns from those typical of single schedules, and it would be difficult to attribute these changes solely, even mainly, to superstitious effects from simultaneous reinforcement of both responses by one or the other schedule. One interesting observation was that the subjects continued to operate the VI key, at the same rate as before, while eating food from the magazine with the FR hand.

Ferster (1957) preferred to use simultaneously reinforceable operants because “the time spent changing back and forth between the keys would interfere with the characteristic performance under the single schedule of reinforcement” (p. 1090). Ferster also points out the relevance of studying simultaneously reinforceable operants to such human behaviors as piano playing where sometimes each hand must deal with a different rhythm, as well as different notes. And he mentions an additional benefit from studying these operants. The rate from one key can be used to measure any emotional side effects from changes in the schedule on the other key.

Ferster’s 1957 study was expanded in his 1959 study. This time the chimps were exposed to a variety of concurrent schedules, including fixed interval (FI) components in complex schedules that involved both concurrent and multiple (MULT) schedules like CONC VI 10′ MULT FR 475–FI 10′. While the data showed fairly consistent independence of schedule effects for each key, some observations were especially interesting. Virtually no scallops appeared during FIS; less responding occurred, from more pausing, on the VI key during FR runs; extinction on the VI key correlated with a small decrement in FI responding; and chimps do not usually sustain high FRs (e.g., FR 475), but these chimps did, perhaps due to minimal superstitious effects of occasional VI reinforcers, especially those occurring during an FR run. (Such an effect is worthy of research in its own right as a possible additional behavior maintenance procedure, or resistance to extinction procedure, in the technology of behavior control.)

Between the appearance of Ferster’s two studies, Sidman (1958) published a study using simultaneously reinforceable concurrent operants and more than one source of reinforcement. (This was one of two such studies; the other was Hearst, 1961.) Actually, in Sidman’s study, the use of dual reinforcer sources was forced by the nature of the schedules. Sidman investigated the effects of a superimposed pre–shock stimulus on concurrent schedules of avoidance and food reinforcement. He initially trained monkeys on CONC VI 4′, avoidance schedules, and included, in some phases, a “free” shock with a pre–shock stimulus. He then tested for any effects, on relative rates of lever pressing, from the superimposition of the free shock/pre–shock stimulus on the CONC VI, avoidance schedule. Even after making various parameter changes on the VI, avoidance schedule, his results consistently showed VI responding being highly controlled by the avoidance contingency. This superstition occurred regardless of whether the response topographies were the same (2 levers) or different (a lever and a chain). So Sidman then changed the VI components to FR components. From repeating the basic procedure with conc FR, avoidance schedules, his results indicated separation of each response class. Thus, Sidman’s study exemplifies what will be seen to be a common problem. When results of using VIS as concurrent schedule components are compared with results from using components involving other schedules, the VI results are associated with a greater degree of concurrent superstition.

Five other studies (in the order discussed here: Segal, 1961; Lane, 1961; Hearst, 1961; Bruner & Revusky, 1961; Catania & Cutts, 1963) are relevant to the question of dealing with concurrent superstition, particularly in simultaneously reinforceable concurrent operants. Each will be described in turn, while the various reasons for their relevance will be summarized at the end of this section.

Segal (1961) was interested in demonstrating experimental control over DRL (differential reinforcement of low rate) timing behavior by setting up another response as the timing behavior itself, but on an independent schedule. She did this by training rats to press two levers on CONC VI 1′ DRL 18′. (The responses were not simultaneously reinforceable unless the rats could span the five inches that separated the levers.) Then, extinction (EXT) replaced one schedule component or the other (sometimes CONC EXT DRL; other times CONC VI EXT). Additional component combinations were also tested. The data showed that each concurrent component affected the other, at least initially when it was introduced. For instance, after being replaced by extinction, when the DRL component was re–introduced, the VI response pattern was temporarily disrupted, recovering within a few sessions. Thus, in this study, the occurrence of concurrent superstition, even with time–based schedules, was not a lasting effect.
Lane (1961) investigated the effects of various CONC FR FR schedules on the chirping and pecking of chicks (responses which, in his view, were not incompatible in topography). While the responses were thus simultaneously reinforceable, he found that they were seldom emitted simultaneously. More importantly, he observed some superstitious relations between the two operants and their respective schedules. The rate of chirping changed in the same direction as the rate of pecking, when the pecking schedule was altered. Thus, in this study, while the responses seldom occurred simultaneously, concurrent superstition was still observed with ratio–based schedules; Lane suggested four possible reasons, but these are relevant to the present paper only as reminders that the sources of superstitious effects are many.

Hearst (1961) was interested in whether d–amphetamine would suppress operant response rates as it does consummatory responses. He found that it did so, in a dose–related manner, by exposing rats to different drug doses after they had been trained to press two levers concurrently (CONC VI 2’ VI 2’). The relevance of this study to the present topic is mainly procedural, for while the levers were too far apart for responses to be simultaneously emittable, this study is the only other study besides Sidman (1958) to use two different reinforcer sources. As with Sidman’s study, the use of two sources was forced by an aspect of the study; in this case it was forced because one reinforcer was food and the other reinforcer was water.

Bruner and Revusky (1961) wanted to make overt, and record, the “collateral” behavior occurring in the interval prior to the availability of a response–produced reinforcer on a DRL schedule. They did this by having humans press four telegraph keys on a CONC EXT EXT DRL EXT schedule. (The DRL was >8.2” but <10.25”.) The keys were simultaneously available but the responses were not officially simultaneously emittable (and therefore not simultaneously reinforceable) as instructions were used to generate response succession; the subjects had been instructed to press only one key at a time. The data clearly showed each subject emitting a respectively different but stereotyped pattern of superstitious behavior. Thus, this study also shows superstition with human subjects on time–based schedules, with responses that were successive rather than simultaneously reinforceable.

Catania and Cutts (1963), from an interest in controlling concurrent superstition, attempted to gain experimental control over button–press responses of human subjects on a CONC VI 30” EXT schedule. In their procedure, some subjects experienced no COD; others had a full session with a COD; for still others, a COD began sometime in the session. Data showed that a COD decreased the amount of superstitious responding.

The work of Catania and Cutts (1963) represents a watershed for research bearing on the present topic prior to the appearance of Catania’s 1966 book chapter. This study lays the foundation for saying that concurrent superstition must be avoided—and response independence generated—through a procedure that separates responses in time (i.e., generates response succession) such as a COD. Still, the authors go on to point out a number of characteristics about humans that may make even CODs inadequate for this purpose. Furthermore, the subjects had been instructed to press only one button at a time, so even the responses of those subjects experiencing no CODs were not officially simultaneously emittable. Other observations of Catania and Cutts (1963) are also worth noting. There was much variability in superstition across subjects who experienced no COD. On the other hand, even subjects with CODs for their full session showed various superstitions. These facts provide some good reasons to seek alternative procedures to CODs for avoiding concurrent superstitions, especially with human subjects (and these reasons are in addition to the incompatibility of CODs with simultaneously emittable, simultaneously reinforceable operants).

Historically, Catania’s 1966 book chapter appeared before the last two studies to be discussed. But since its impact is felt mainly in the next section of this paper, it will be sufficient here to note that in the end, Catania advised researchers studying concurrent operants to avoid concurrent superstitions by generating response independence through the use of CODs, making responses successive. With few exceptions, researchers have abided by Catania’s advice. Two exceptions will be discussed (Striebel, 1972; then Harrison, 1979).

In Striebel’s (1972) study, human subjects operated separate levers under different concurrent FR pairs. Ten different FR pairs were tested per subject. For all subjects the initial preference was always for the shorter of the pair of FR components. Then, a time–out period was introduced at the completion of each preferred component. This period was increased in one–second increments until the subject switched from the preferred but punished component of the pair to the previously non–preferred and unpunished component. After the number of completed “non–preferred” ratios had reached a criterion, a new concurrent FR pair was introduced. Data showed that as the difference between the components of the FR pairs increased, the time–out duration which generated switching also increased. Procedurally, while the levers were simultaneously available, the responses were not officially simultaneously emittable as the subjects were instructed to operate only one lever at a time. The study is pertinent to the present topic for this reason, as well as for not using any COD.
In Harrison's (1979) study, the responses were only potentially simultaneously reinforceable due to the trial–by–trial nature of the procedure (where the first response made ended the trial). Harrison trained rats to press one lever in the presence of sound from one speaker, and another lever in the presence of sound from another speaker. The discriminative stimulus (S⁺) was the position of the sounding speaker. For some subjects, responding on the lever adjacent to the speaker that sounded was reinforced; for other subjects, non–adjacent responding was reinforced. Data showed that rats that were reinforced for adjacent responding learned the discrimination quickly and with very little non–adjacent responding. However, rats that were reinforced for non–adjacent responding learned much more slowly. Also, the latter rats started out responding on the non–reinforced lever (the lever adjacent to the sounding speaker) at a high rate which increased before extinguishing (though never completely) as responding on the reinforced lever (the non–adjacent lever) gained strength. Further experiments controlled for novelty and respondent conditioning explanations of this effect, which seems less reminiscent of concurrent superstition than of the type of behaviors observed in autoshaping studies (discussed by Staddon & Simmelhag, 1971).

**Historical background summary.** A review of some characteristics of the studies that have been considered here will help summarize their contents and highlight their relevant aspects. These characteristics fall into three categories: the species of the subject, the status of the particular operants involved regarding simultaneous reinforcement, and the presence and nature of any superstition.

The subjects in these studies fit four classifications: birds (Lane, 1961, with chicks); rodents (Harrison, 1979; Hearst, 1961; and Segal, 1961; all with rats); non–human primates (Ferster, 1957, 1959, with chimps; Sidman, 1958, with monkeys); and humans (Brunner & Revusky, 1961; Catania & Cutts, 1963; and Striefel, 1972).

Regarding the second category of characteristics, each study can be classified (a) as using actually simultaneously reinforceable concurrent operants, (b) as using concurrent operants whose status as being actually simultaneously reinforceable is ambiguous and in need of qualification, or (c) as using only potentially simultaneously reinforceable concurrent operants. While none of these studies used non–simultaneously reinforceable operants, qualifications to the status of the operants in most of these studies should be noted. (Non–simultaneously reinforceable operants are “biologically successive” operants such as pigeons make when faced with two keys to peck which they are genetically incapable of pecking simultaneously for they have but one head. Catania [1966] refers to these as incompatible operants.)

Three studies used actually simultaneously reinforceable operants. These are the studies by Ferster (1957, 1959) and by Sidman (1958).

For three other studies (Harrison, 1979; Lane, 1961; and Segal, 1961) the possible use of actually simultaneously reinforceable operants requires qualification. Segal's rats had to be able to span the five inches separating the two levers if their responses were to be simultaneously reinforceable, and Segal did not comment on whether or not the rats could or did accomplish this unlikely reach. Lane's chicks seldom emitted their responses simultaneously, and Lane offered no special comments about this phenomenon. And Harrison's trial–by–trial procedure made it difficult to say more about the responses he studied other than that they were procedurally simultaneously emittable.

The other four studies used potentially simultaneously reinforceable operants. They can be classified according to the manner in which their simultaneous reinforcement status came to be only potential rather than actual. One method to do this is to completely separate the responses through the structure of the apparatus; these responses might then be called “structurally successive” (as when Hearst, 1961, spaced the levers so far apart that they could not be pressed simultaneously). Another method that detracts from the simultaneity of the responses is the practice of instructing human subjects not to emit more than one response at a time; this makes the responses “instructionally successive” (as with Bruner & Revusky, 1961; Catania & Cutts, 1963; and Striefel, 1972). A third method involves the use of a COD contingency; this makes the responses “contingently successive” (as with Catania & Cutts, 1963).

The third category of characteristics shared by these studies concerns the presence and nature of superstitious effects, or their absence (i.e., response independence). Each study deserves separate comment on this matter as the particular schedules involved differ from one study to the next.

- Ferster (1957) found little or no superstition with CONC VI 4’ FR 120.
- Sidman (1958) found consistent concurrent superstition with CONC VI, avoidance schedules, but obtained separation of response classes with CONC FR, avoidance schedules.
- Ferster (1959) found fairly consistent independence of schedule effects with complex schedules like CONC VI 10’ MUL FR 475–FI 10’, though his chimps’ sustaining of high FRs may be due to an adventitious schedule interaction.
∗ Segal (1961) observed initial but temporary superstitious effects when extinction replaced either component of a CONC VI DRL schedule.
∗ Lane (1961), using various FR FR schedules, found that chirping always changed in the same manner that pecking changed when only the schedule component for pecking was altered.
∗ Hearst (1961) saw little or no superstition with a CONC VI 2′ VI 2′ schedule and structurally successive responses. (For these VI components, using widely separated manipulanda—rather than CODs—generated response independence.)
∗ Bruner and Revusky (1961) obtained “elegant” (in the engineering sense) superstitious effects with a CONC EXT EXT DRL EXT schedule and responses made successive, but not independent, by instructions (and again, no CODs).
∗ Catania and Cutts (1963), using CONC VI 30′ EXT, and responses made successive by instructions, found superstition even with the use of a COD, though more was observed in the absence of a COD.
∗ Striefel (1972) did not report any superstition from using CONC FR pairs with an incrementing time–out period (to generate preference matching), and with responses made successive by instructions.
∗ Harrison (1979) observed superstitious effects with his trial–by–trial procedure, but these were not seen as appropriately tacked as “concurrent superstition.”

Of all of these studies, only the last two were undertaken after the publication of Catania’s influential 1966 book chapter. This phenomenon is significant for the next two sections which discuss why it happened and what might be done next.

Tentative Explanation

Between the appearance of Catania’s 1966 book chapter and 1982 (when the present study was conducted) the literature offered no other studies that came any closer than Striefel (1972) and Harrison (1979) to dealing with the topic of simultaneously reinforceable concurrent operants. There are reasons for this paucity of research.

What can be done about that will be addressed in the next section.

Catania (1966) himself provided some of the reasons for the paucity in research on simultaneously reinforceable concurrent operants. Catania was concerned with the possibility of concurrent superstition, which he defined in his book chapter as “the accidental strengthening or maintenance of one operant by reinforcement programmed for another” (p. 215). Researchers need to eliminate the possibility of such events occurring. But methods to do this that retained full response simultaneity were little examined. Instead, the most common methods used to try to avoid concurrent superstition involved trying to make responses independent by *not allowing them to occur simultaneously*, which makes the responses successive. However, making responses successive is not a guarantee that the responses will be independent.

Various procedures are successful at making concurrent responses successive (not simultaneously emittable/reinforceable), as has been seen with the studies already discussed. The two types of responses that these procedures encompass are those that are successive because they are incompatible (e.g., a pigeon’s pecking responses to two separate, even if close together, keys), and responses that are compatible but also successive by virtue of some research technique. These techniques include (a) separating the response manipulanda physically so that the subject cannot operate them at the same time, (b) using instructions that allow the operation of but one manipulandum at a time, (c) using CODs, (d) using various combinations of these techniques, and (e) additional techniques not directly relevant to the present study such as the “Findley” procedure (Findley, 1958). Catania (1966) dealt briefly with most of these methods, but concentrated his efforts on the COD.

With good reason Catania prefers CODs as the technique of choice. Both before and after his 1966 book chapter, so much of the research on concurrent operants was using pigeons as subjects. Since their key peck responses, being biologically successive, cannot be simultaneous, there is no reason for researchers using pigeons to try to control concurrent superstition with a technique that allows response simultaneity. Yet these biologically successive responses necessarily involve switching from one key to the other, and the switching response itself can become a separate, superstitiously controlled operant. In this situation CODs are valuable because they lessen the chance of switching being adventitiously reinforced.

Also, CODs dovetail with the solution to another procedural problem that can arise with subjects whose responses are biologically successive. When the procedure involves concurrent ratio schedules, responding can be limited to the more favorable schedule; the subject does
not contact the other schedule. The solution is to use interval schedules; each schedule requires but one response for reinforcement after the interval ends. Responses can be (and are) made on the less favorable key during the favorable interval, and some of these responses get reinforced. Thus, the nature of interval schedules (with researchers seeming to prefer VI schedules) brings the subject into contact with all the contingencies. However, responding on both alternatives with biologically successive responses under VI's necessarily involves switching, with its own problem (i.e., concurrent superstition, as already described, which is more likely with VI's as the discussion of Sidman's 1958 study noted) and its own solution (CODs).

Overall, then, when studying contingencies using biologically successive responses (like pigeons and key pecks), VI's and CODs work especially well together, as Catania suggests. The VI's generate responding on both alternative manipulanda while the CODs work especially well together, as Catania suggests. The VI's generate responding on both alternative manipulanda while the CODs lessen the chance of adventitious reinforcement of switching. Thus, satisfactory independence of schedule effects (i.e., response independence) can be achieved.

However, those solutions are not helpful when studying contingencies involving simultaneously emitable/reinforceable responses. For instance, when Sidman (1958) could not get schedule effect independence using VI's, he achieved independence of schedule effects using FRs (rather than CODs, which would have eliminated the simultaneous reinforcement status of the responses). Unfortunately, the possibilities suggested by Sidman's findings received minimal treatment in Catania's book chapter. The findings of other relevant studies (already discussed) shared the same fate. Catania's treatment of the literature showed and encouraged a preference among researchers to avoid concurrent superstition by using incompatible operants (if possible) and then forcing further response succession—and hopefully independence—by using CODs.

Catania never said that incompatible responses and CODs were the only options for avoiding concurrent superstition. However, since the most common responses, in studies involving concurrent schedules, were pigeons' biologically successive key pecks, to which these options apply, it is not that surprising that so little work has been done with simultaneously reinforceable responses, to which these options do not apply.

**Tentative explanation summary.** There are several reasons to seek alternative procedures to CODs to avoid concurrent superstition, especially with human subjects. The research studies that have been reviewed here were discussed because few dealt with CODs or incompatible responses. Yet none of them could be properly described as being overwhelmed by superstition. Some of them even showed how CODs sometimes are not effective. Ferster (1957) stated a clear preference for simultaneously reinforceable responses, and he pointed out the relevance of these to human behavior. Catania and Cutts (1963) drew attention to some characteristics of humans that argue against the use of CODs with human subjects. And CODs simply do not allow study of more complex behavior in the form of simultaneously emitable and reinforceable responses because they force response succession. Other techniques that generate response succession, along with CODs, simply cannot be used with responses that reflect the complexity of behavior, especially human behavior; they are not adequate analogs of "real life" behavior patterns.

So, especially if human behavior is the behavior of concern, and/or if CODs and other response–succession techniques are inappropriate because simultaneously reinforceable responses are the object of study, then how can concurrent superstition be avoided? Fortunately, other techniques besides those leading to response succession seem to be available to generate sensitivity to contingencies.

**Possible Resolution**

One important characteristic of the studies already discussed has not yet received much attention. That characteristic is the number of reinforcer sources used in the research. All but two studies (Sidman, 1958; Hearst, 1961) used one reinforcer source, such as a single food magazine or hopper, located between the two manipulanda. Sidman, as well as Hearst used two sources because their respective procedures forced them to do so; the use of two sources was not the point of the research. Yet the orderliness of their data suggests that the use of multiple reinforcer sources is worthy of being studied for its own sake.

“Multiple sources” refers to the reinforcer or other selector sources in a situation in which each manipulandum has its own physically associated selector source (e.g., a separate food magazine or point counter or hand slapper located near each lever or chain or key). Multiple sources should be studied because the problem of concurrent superstition may actually be a problem of some ambiguity in the contingencies that results from having only one shared selector source (i.e., some concurrent superstition may be an artifact of the experimental apparatus). Multiple sources may prove to be more discriminable than one source with respect to which response produces any particular selector. If the contingencies used to compare single and multiple sources involve reinforcement for every response (continuous reinforcement frequency, or CRI) and extinction (EXT), then the potential for definitive results is increased; since these contingencies are maximally different, a single source of reinforcement has the most opportunity to control responding without superstitious effects. If greater superstitious effects are ob-
served with single sources than with multiple sources, under these contingencies, then the multi-selector source procedure gains support. A whole area of behavior, complex behavior, particularly human behavior, may be exposed to more thorough investigation: the area of simultaneously selectable operants.

**Possible resolution summary.** What is desired is sensitivity to the contingencies. Successive responses may not be required to achieve this, and in any case are incongruent with simultaneously selectable operants. These operants comprise an inadequately studied, and potentially significant area in behavioral science. Only more research will resolve the question of whether or not the use of multiple selector sources will be able to achieve the independence of schedule effects that would indicate experimental control over sensitivity to the contingencies.

The present study addressed that question by comparing the effectiveness of a single reinforcer source (a source that was shared by responses on two manipulanda) with the effectiveness of dual reinforcer sources (sources that were each physically associated with a different response manipulandum). This study assessed the relative effects of the single reinforcer source versus dual reinforcer sources for simultaneously emittable and simultaneously reinforceable responses using concurrent schedules involving CRF and EXT contingencies with human subjects.

**Method**

**Subjects**

From the many college students (in an introductory social science course) who volunteered to serve as subjects, the seven who participated were selected on the basis that their schedule matched the experimenter’s laboratory schedule. Two subjects were right-handed males, aged 18 and 19, and five subjects were females, with ages between 18 and 25 (mean of 20.4). Of these five, one was left-handed.

All subjects were taking, as non-majors, their first college behavior-related course. They were all naive about the natural science of behaviorology in general and about this experiment in particular. The subjects knew that they would receive a small number of bonus points from their class professor for participating. They were also told, prior to volunteering, that it was possible for participants to earn a maximum of one dollar (US$1.00) from each of their four to eight experimental sessions, and that each session would be about 30 to 60 minutes long. Furthermore, they were asked not to discuss the experiment with other subjects or anyone else. (All subjects reported at the end of the study that they had complied with this request.)

All subjects experienced all levels of the independent variable, with a within-subjects design involving both within-session and between-session comparisons. However, two subjects did not complete all parts of the experiment. One of these (subject 85; subjects are referred to by code letters) became ill and was unable to return, after the within-session comparison, to participate in the between-session comparison. The other (subject 88) was a victim of a scheduling error, and so participated only in the between-session comparison. All five remaining subjects participated in both the within-session and between-session comparisons. All subjects were free to withdraw from the study at any time without penalty, and were so informed.

At the end of the study, all subjects were given the full amount of one dollar for each session that they completed, regardless of how many points—for—money they earned during each session (they had not been informed that this would occur). They were also fully briefed at this time about the purposes, procedures, results, and possible conclusions of the study.

**Apparatus**

A room approximately 3.5 m long by 2.5 m wide by 3.5 m high served as the human operant chamber. The wall was painted navy gray, while the ceiling was black. The brick floor was unpainted and uncovered. A light fixture, with eight 48-inch-long florescent tubes, hung from the ceiling. A single door provided access. A two-way mirror, 60 cm wide by 110 cm high, was blocked off from the outside except for a 10 cm square section in a lower corner which could be used for observation during a session. A non-oscillating air—circulation fan was used to mask possible noises from adjacent rooms. A comfortable chair for the subject and a small table for the subject’s stimulus/response/consequence panel were the only furnishings in the room. Figure 1 shows the typical arrangement of subject, chair, table, and panel during a session.

The subject’s panel was made by putting a wooden, black face plate at a 45° angle (leaning away from the subject) onto a wooden, yellow box shell measuring 21 cm deep at the base, 22 cm high at the rear, and 48 cm across the front. The face plate measured 23 cm deep and 48 cm across. Two standard Acme telegraph keys extended out from the box, beneath the face plate. The center of each key was placed 7 cm from the side edge of the box. A force of 1.15 ± 0.05 N (115 ± 5 g) would displace either key through the ±0.2 mm distance required to close its circuit.

The face plate contained various stimuli. Directly above each key, 6 cm from the bottom edge of the face
plate, was a pair of lights. In the center of the face plate was another pair of lights on the same level as the two side pairs of lights. Each pair of lights was associated with a counter. The left light of each pair was one of three white lights used together as pacing lights. The right light of each pair was yellow and flashed when its associated counter was incremented as part of the occurrence of reinforcement. Above each pair of lights was its associated Veeder–Root, six–digit counter, model B–12056. When incremented, these counters would sound an audible click. No counter could be returned to zero except by the experimenter, for the reset knobs were removed during experimental sessions. A red light was placed 10 cm above each side counter. If this light was off, no consequence of any sort was programmed for the key on the corresponding side, as if the key was disconnected from the programming equipment. These are called “key–connected” lights. In the center, on the same level as the key–connected lights, was a green light used as a house light. A session was in progress so long as this light remained on. Below the house light was a circular switch. This was to be used as a panic switch with which a subject could end the session prematurely. (Its use, however, was not without consequences.)

The subject’s panel was connected by cable to a computer, an interface, and two cumulative recorders (one for the responses made by each hand) located in another room across the hall. A Digital Equipment Corporation PDP 8A/620 computer controlled the programming of the sequence of events in each session automatically. Programming was supplied through Supersked software (Snapper & Inglis, 1979) operated through a sked interface (provided by State Systems, Inc. of Kalamazoo, MI). By this arrangement data collection, including the operation of the cumulative recorders, was also automatic. Two G3100 Gerbrands cumulative recorders (Model c3) were used. Paper drive gears with a 2:1 ratio (commonly called “pigeon gears”) were used to obtain a paper movement rate of 60 cm per hour.

Figure 2 shows (a) the arrangement of response manipulanda and stimuli on the subject’s panel, and (b) the two cumulative recorders used for primary data collection.

Procedures

The basic experimental question was whether one source of reinforcement, or two sources of reinforcement, would be more effective—with less superstitious responding—in controlling simultaneously reinforceable concurrent human operants. In addressing this question, certain procedures were used.
General procedures. Instructions to the subjects concerned the operation of the panel, and their task. Regarding the operation of the panel, instructions included these:

- The session begins when the green light goes on, and ends when the green light goes off.

Figure 2. Arrangement of (a) response manipulanda and stimuli on the subject’s panel, and (b) the two cumulative recorders.
In the first session only one red light will come on at a time; work only on the key beneath the red light that is on. If the white lights [the pacing lights] flash, press the operating key at a speed such that the yellow light will flash whenever the white light flashes. After the first session, no white lights are ever used.

In all subsequent sessions both red lights will either be on or be off together. When they are on, both keys are operating. This does not mean that both keys will necessarily be equally effective in producing points. With both red lights on, you may work on one or the other or both keys. When the red lights are off, it is a rest period and neither key will be operating. [No subject was observed to use a key whose associated red light was out.]

Use the left hand with the left key and the right hand with the right key. [No subject was observed to do otherwise.]

Sometimes key pressing produces points that are added up on a counter. Each point is accompanied by a flash of the yellow light below the counter. [Points and flashes were the anticipated and observed conditioned added reinforcers for key pressing responses.]

Sometimes both the points produced by the left key and the points produced by the right key appear on the center counter only. At other times the points produced by left key pressing appear only on the left counter, and the points produced by right key pressing appear only on the right counter. Points never appear on all three counters at the same time.

If, for any reason, you want to end the session before the green light goes off, you can do so by turning the knob located below the green light. However, if you do this, you forfeit 50% of your earned points for that session. [No subject ever used this panic switch.]

Regarding the subject’s task, instructions included these:

- Points equal money! The more points you generate, the more money you earn. Since a fixed amount of money is available for each session ($1.00), while the number of points available for each session varies, the amount of money you receive will be that percent of the money available that equals the percent you earned of the possible points.
- Your task is to generate as many points as possible, working on one or the other or both keys. While working on both keys, press both keys at the same time. [Responses were simultaneously emittable and, without bringing any other special contingencies to bear, it was preferred that they be emitted simultaneously.]

The daily routine for each subject began with her or his arrival at the laboratory. Each was asked for his or her watch as watches were not allowed in the experimental room. The instructions were then reviewed and the session began. When the session was over, the subject was given a receipt which stated that she or he had earned up to one dollar for that session, and that all earnings would be paid at the end of the study.

The four sessions planned for each subject included (a) a training session, (b) a session of one versus two reinforcer sources as a within–session comparison, (c) a session with only one reinforcer source throughout as the first part of a between–session comparison, and (d) a session with two reinforcer sources throughout as the second and last part of the between–session comparison. Table 1 depicts the sequence of sessions received by each subject. Several abbreviations, which are used in the table as well as in later text, are introduced here: Subjects are designated by letters (as through gs). The two different types of training sessions are represented by t1 and t2. The within–session comparison session is represented by w. The two sessions of the between–session comparison are represented by b1 (using one reinforcer source) and b2 (using two reinforcer sources). Subjects a8 and b5 also experienced two other sessions, represented by a1 and a2, that were part of another study that assessed one versus two reinforcer sources on variable ratio (vr) schedules (reported in Ledoux, 1982b). These sessions occurred after the t1 and w sessions, but before the b1 and b2 sessions.

Each session lasted about 40 minutes. Each subject was to participate in each of the four planned sessions on the basis of one session per day. However, due to scheduling concerns, two of the seven subjects had two of their sessions on the same day. Subject cs had the last two ses-
sessions (b1 and b2) on the same day, some hours apart, while subject gs had the first two sessions (t2 and b1) on the same day, back to back.

In addition to the separate cumulative records for each hand, data collection included recording the number of responses and reinforcements for each hand during each component pair, as well as the duration of each component pair. From these, response and reinforcement rates could be calculated for each hand under each component pair. (A component pair is a pair of schedules, one for each hand, in effect concurrently, that comprises one of six components in each session.)

Training sessions. The t1 training session had been originally designed for both an earlier study (ledoux, 1982b) as well as for the present study, even though two vr schedules were among its component pairs. However, the initial response rates of early subjects showed too much variability, perhaps partly due to early fatigue for some subjects who were observed to press the keys at a high rate initially. The use of some of the panel lights as “pacing lights,” along with the instructions regarding their use, in the training session was predicted to help decrease the variability of subjects’ initial response rates. So the t2 training session was designed and successfully used with the pacing lights, and also, for the rest of the present study, without the vr schedules.

In t1 the single, central counter served as the reinforcer source throughout the session. The subject operated each hand alone, alternating with the other hand, with a 15 second time–out between schedules. At first each hand was under crf for 1000 reinforcements, then each hand was under vr 5 for 200 reinforcements, and finally each hand was under vr 20 for 50 reinforcements.

In t2 the subject also operated each hand alone, alternating with the other hand after a 15 second time–out every 500 reinforcements. The illumination of one or the other key–connected light indicated which key—and thus which hand—to use. At first each hand worked while the pacing lights flashed every 0.4 of a second, with reinforcements accruing on the center counter. Then each hand worked without the pacing lights operating, and with the reinforcements still accruing on the center counter. Next each hand worked with the pacing lights again operating, but reinforcements accrued on the side counter associated with the key in use. Finally each hand again worked without the pacing lights operating, and with reinforcements still accruing on the side counter associated with the key in use.

Experimental sessions. Each of the three experimental sessions involved both hands being able to operate their respective keys at the same time throughout a sequence of six component pairs where one hand was on

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a5</td>
<td>t1*</td>
<td>w**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b5</td>
<td>t1</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c5</td>
<td>t1</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d5</td>
<td>t2</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e5</td>
<td>t2</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f5</td>
<td>t2</td>
<td>b1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g5</td>
<td>t2</td>
<td>b1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Different types of training sessions are represented by t1 and t2.
** The within–session comparison session is represented by w.
*** The between–session comparison sessions are represented by a1 and a2, and by b1 and b2. (a1 and a2 are parts of another study; see text.)

Table 1. Sequence of sessions received by each subject.
while the other hand was on either CRF or EXT. The component pairs were separated by a rest period (time-out) of 15 seconds duration. For all experimental sessions the rest period, and thus the change from one pair of schedules to the next, occurred as soon as one or the other hand had produced 1000 reinforcements. Table 2 depicts the number of reinforcement sources, and the sequence of component pairs, used in the three experimental sessions.

During the W session (the within–session comparison session) the first three component pairs used the single reinforcer source (i.e., the center counter). The remaining three component pairs were sequenced exactly as the first three but used the dual reinforcer sources (i.e., the side counters).

The B1 and B2 sessions (the between–session comparison sessions) followed a course similar to the course of the W session. During the B1 session (the first of the two sessions comprising the between–session comparison) the single reinforcer source of the center counter was used throughout the series of six concurrent component pairs. During the B2 session (the second of the two sessions comprising the between–session comparison) the dual reinforcer sources of the side counters were used throughout a repetition of the series of six concurrent component pairs used in the B1 session.

**Results**

The basic dependent variable in this study was the rate of response for each hand during each component pair. In general, while the response rate was high for the hand on CRF irrespective of the number of reinforcer sources, the rate was low for the hand on EXT under two separate sources but high for the hand on EXT under one source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Type</th>
<th>Component Pair Sequence*</th>
<th># of Reinforcer Sources per component pair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Left Hand</td>
<td>Right Hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Session  (within–session comparison)</td>
<td>CRF</td>
<td>CRF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CRF</td>
<td>EXT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EXT</td>
<td>CRF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CRF</td>
<td>CRF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CRF</td>
<td>EXT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EXT</td>
<td>CRF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1 Session (first part of the between–session comparison)</td>
<td>CRF</td>
<td>CRF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CRF</td>
<td>EXT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EXT</td>
<td>CRF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CRF</td>
<td>CRF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EXT</td>
<td>CRF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2 Session (last part of the between–session comparison)</td>
<td>All component pairs repeat B1 sequence.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Read down for sequence of pairs.

** “One source” always refers to the center counter/light.

*** “Two sources” always refers to the side counters/lights.

Table 2. Number of conditioned reinforcer sources, and sequences of component pairs, for within–session and between–session comparisons.
Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 show the left and right hand cumulative records for some subjects from each of the three experimental sessions. These examples are typical of the data of all the subjects. In these records, the cumulative recorder pens are not used the same way under both single-source and dual-source conditions. The pens are used in the usual manner under the two-source condition; the hatch marks of the response pen indicate reinforcements (making a thick black line, due to the CRF schedule) along the slope of the response line, while changes from one component pair to the next are noted by the offset or reset of the event pen across the bottom of each record. However, under the single-source condition, pen use is reversed with respect to reinforcer hatch marks and component-change marks; reinforcements are shown as hatch marks (again making a thick black line, due to the CRF schedule) but along the flat of the event pen line, while changes from one component pair to the next are noted by the offset or reset of the response pen on the slope of the response line.

A further reason for using the recorder pens in those ways is that, by doing so, the records could graphically depict whether or not reinforcements appeared on a source associated with the hand/key that produced those reinforcements. Under two sources the record shows each reinforcer hatch mark right on the pen step for the response that produced that reinforcer. However, under one source, while the reinforcer hatch marks still appear on the record of the hand that produced them (along the event pen line of that record) they do not appear with the actual responses that produced them. This is a way of showing that under one source the reinforcements appeared on a counter not physically associated with either key (the center counter), while under two sources each reinforcement does appear on a counter physically associated with one or the other key (the counter on the same side as the key that produced the reinforcement).

Figure 3 shows the left hand and right hand cumulative records for subjects BS and GS during the W session. The response rates are high and steady for each hand of both of these subjects under the single-source condition regardless of whether the contingency involves a CRF
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schedule or EXT. Under the dual–source condition, their response rates remain high and steady under CRF, and decrease to zero under EXT. The extinction curve of the right hand of GS under the dual–source condition, as aesthetic as it might be, is not typical of most other subjects. The right hand, dual–source extinction “curve” of GS is more typical of other subjects’ “curves” under the first occurrence of a dual–source EXT contingency.

Figure 4 shows the left hand and right hand cumulative records for subjects ES and DS during the W session. For ES, rates under all CRF contingencies are high and steady. However, the initial single–source EXT contingency was effective in eliminating right hand responding. Yet in the next component, the EXT contingency on the left hand was ineffective, as shown by the persistence of a high and steady rate. Subject ES reported that responding did not begin in this component until after an extra minute or so of “rest” had been taken. Subject ES was the only subject who, after being affected by an EXT contingency under the single–source condition, was unaffected by that same contingency in the subsequent single–source CRF/EXT component in the same session. For subject DS the record shows a high and steady response rate under all CRF contingencies, as well as under the initial, single–source EXT contingency (on the right hand). However, under the remaining EXT contingencies, including the second single–source EXT contingency, responding is eliminated.

Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the left hand and right hand cumulative records for subjects GS and BS, respectively, during the B1 and B2 sessions. The response rates are high and steady for each hand of both of these subjects during the single–source B1 session irrespective of whether the contingency involves CRF or EXT. During the dual–source B2 session, their response rates remain high and steady under CRF, and decrease to zero under EXT. Although Figure 5 is too reduced to show it well, throughout all dual–source EXT contingencies, subject GS made a single testing–like response on the EXT key after each 100 points earned on the CRF key. No other subject displayed this type of pattern (a professor, examining this pattern, expressed the hope that this reality–testing student would apply for graduate school).

Figure 4. Cumulative records of left and right hand responding for subjects ES and DS during the within–session comparison session (W).
Figure 5. Cumulative records of left and right hand responding for subject GS during the between-session comparison sessions (B1 and B2).

Subject BS

Figure 6. Cumulative records of left and right hand responding for subject BS during the between-session comparison sessions (B1 and B2).
Figure 7 shows the left hand and right hand cumulative records for subject DS during the B1 and B2 sessions. Regardless of whether the condition in effect is single-source or dual-sources, the response rates for both hands are high and steady under CRF. However, with the exception of one single-source EXT contingency, whenever a hand is under EXT, the response rate drops to zero. The one exception is the first single-source EXT contingency, on the right hand, where the response rate remains high and steady throughout. Also, more responding can be seen as having occurred at the beginning of the other EXT contingencies under the single-source condition before abruptly ceasing, than under the dual-source condition.

The data for subject DS is particularly relevant as it shows that some subjects do come under some control of EXT contingencies even in the single-reinforcer source condition. Yet for all subjects responding is eventually if not immediately eliminated by any EXT contingency under the dual-reinforcer source condition. This comparative result between the single-source condition and the dual-source condition is the most reliable, salient and significant result of the study.

An elaboration of the number of responses made in extinction, both during the B session and during the B1 and B2 sessions, allows further comparison between the single-source condition and the dual-source condition. Tables 3 and 4 list the actual number, for all subjects, of responses on keys that were programmed with an EXT contingency.

Table 3 depicts the number of responses in extinction for each subject during the B session. In this table, the reference to the conditions (single-source or dual-source) is a column heading.

Table 4 depicts the number of responses in extinction for each subject during the B1 and B2 sessions. However, in this table, the reference to the conditions (single-source or dual-source) is a row heading.

Comparisons between the single-source condition and the dual-source condition yield two basic observations. In most cases, the number of responses made on the EXT key under the single-source condition is of the same magnitude as the number of responses made on the CRF key, which had to be pressed 1000 times before the components would change. Where this is not the case, a glance at the single-source components of the cumulative record (or Tables 3 or 4) would reveal an example in which responding on the EXT key had ceased sometime during the single-source component. The B session data
show only two cases out of 12 possible cases where responding under a single source was sensitive to ext. The B1 session data show only seven cases out of 24 possible cases that fit this description. All of these cases are marked with an asterisk in Tables 3 and 4. Contrast this information with the fact that the number of responses made on the ext key under the dual-source condition is always less than one-third of the 1000 responses required of the hand operating the crf key to change components. The cumulative records show responding on the ext key under the dual-source condition to have always ceased during the component. In summary, under the single-source condition, subjects were sensitive to ext in 9 of 36 cases; under the dual-source condition, they were sensitive in 36 of 36 cases (i.e., under the single source 27 of 36 cases were insensitive to ext, while under dual sources none of 36 cases were insensitive to ext).

Rate of response data corroborates number of response data. Table 5 presents rate of response data for each hand of each subject in each component of the W session. Table 6 presents rate of response data for each hand of each subject in each component of the B1 and B2 sessions. (For both tables, minutes were rounded to whole numbers.)

### Discussion

This research addressed the question of how to obtain sensitivity to contingencies with multiple operant behaviors that are simultaneously emitable and simultaneously reinforceable. In this study the effectiveness of a single reinforcer source (a source that is shared by responses on two manipulanda) was compared with the effectiveness of dual reinforcer sources (sources that are each physically associated with a different response manipulandum). Multiple operants that simultaneously produced reinforcers from multiple sources, each physically associated with a different response manipulandum, showed no responding that could reasonably be labeled superstitious, while multiple operants that produced reinforcers from single, shared sources showed considerable superstitious responding. This was the case even though the single-source condition in this study had the greatest possible chance to control responding without superstitious effects due to the concurrent use of two schedules, crf and ext, that are maximally different in terms of the availability of reinforcement under each.

The data indicate that when human subjects’ simultaneously emitable responses (here, key pressing) are simultaneously reinforceable under crf and ext contingencies, the operant under ext is seldom sensitive to that contingency when the setting involves a single source of reinforcement not physically associated with any of the manipulanda. On the other hand, these subjects were always sensitive to the ext contingency when the setting involved two sources of reinforcement, each physically associated with a different manipulandum. These results suggest, in comparison with the usual single source of reinforcement, that, for multiple operants, multiple sources of reinforcement are (a) more discriminable with respect to which response produced any particular reinforcer, and (b) more effective in generating sensitivity to the contingencies.

#### Facing Extinction–Contingency Sensitivity

However, the responding of three of the subjects in this study was sensitive to an ext contingency under the single-source condition in one or more of the crf/ext
components in one or both of the sessions that involved single–sources. One subject (es—see Figure 4) was sensitive to the ext contingency in the first of the two crf/ext components in the first half of the w session. Another subject (ds—see Figures 4 and 7) was both (a) sensitive to the ext contingency in the second of the two crf/ext components in the first half of the w session, and (b) sensitive to the ext contingency in the second, third, and fourth (of four) crf/ext components in the b1 session. The third subject (fs—see Table 4) was sensitive to the ext contingency in all four of the crf/ext components in the b1 session. In suggesting explanations for these occurrences, a number of factors can be considered; any of these may have operated singly or in combinations in any particular instance of ext sensitivity.

One possible explanation of some of the instances of single–source effectiveness of an ext contingency is the change in reinforcement density from one component pair to the next. When a crf/crf component is followed by a crf/ext component, a 50% reduction in reinforcement density for simultaneous responding occurs (as will be seen, this reduction may be irrelevant if responding is alternating rather than simultaneous). Although, under the single–source condition, all reinforcers accrue on the shared, center counter, this reduction may still have made the density in the crf/ext component discriminable (in the usual functional sense, not in any “agency” sense; see Baum, 1995 [Also, see Fraley, in press.—Ed.]) from the greater density of the preceding crf/crf component, ultimately resulting in the ext contingency effectively controlling ext key responding (eliminating that responding) for some subjects. The responding of subject es (Figure 4) in the first single–source component of the w session, and subject ds (Figure 7) in the third single–source component of the b1 session, and subject fs (Table 4) in the first and third single–source component of the b1 session, provides examples of the possible effects of the reinforcement–density change.

The second single–source crf/ext component of the w session for subject es, however, also needs explaining. In this component, the only remaining single–source crf/ext component in the w session, the already reduced reinforcement density remained the same, and ext did not eliminate responding on the ext key. (Even though such insensitivity is basically unsurprising, its occurrence after an ext–sensitive crf/ext component is a curiosity demanding attention.) This component and the preceding component were identical except for the reversal of the hand producing reinforcement. Perhaps in this case the lack of sensitivity to extinction occurred due to a sequence effect. The reinforcement density on each key would have reversed, with one hand changing from every response being reinforced to none being reinforced, while the other hand changed from no responses being reinforced to every response being reinforced. However, all reinforcers continued to accrue only on the center, single source. The key on which responding in extinction occurred in this second crf/ext component was actually the key for the hand on which the opposite con–

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th># of Sources</th>
<th>Session*</th>
<th>1st EXT</th>
<th>2nd EXT</th>
<th>3rd EXT</th>
<th>4th EXT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>839</td>
<td>1187</td>
<td>1215</td>
<td>814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>766</td>
<td>1239</td>
<td>1204</td>
<td>848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>841</td>
<td>985</td>
<td>861</td>
<td>933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>786</td>
<td>139**</td>
<td>77**</td>
<td>151**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>61**</td>
<td>17**</td>
<td>22**</td>
<td>8**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>855</td>
<td>1448</td>
<td>1408</td>
<td>834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Each row presents the data for one session (B1 or B2).
** See text.

Table 4. Number of responses in extinction for all subjects during the between–session comparison sessions.
toring contingency had produced all of the reinforcers—but on the center, single source—in the preceding component. The relevance of this possibility needs further research, and the matter is not considered to have been given an adequate account here.

Subject DS (Figures 4 and 7) and subject FS (Table 4) often differed from subject ES. The responding of both subject DS (in the second single-source CRF/EXT component of the W session and the second and fourth single-source CRF/EXT components of the B1 session), and subject FS (in the second and fourth single-source CRF/EXT components of the B1 session), provides examples in which a single-source EXT contingency was effective in a CRF/EXT component that was preceded by a CRF/EXT component, regardless of whether or not the EXT contingency had been effective in that preceding component. The explanation of these subjects' responding being sensitive to the EXT contingency under most single-source CRF/EXT components is incomplete. It may involve yet another possible explanation of single-source effectiveness of an EXT contingency. This explanation concerns some subjective observations. Those subjects who were sensitive to single-source EXT contingencies (e.g., subject FS) were often observed to emit pressing responses on the two keys in a noticeably alternating pattern—first one hand, then the other hand, then the one hand, and so on—that made their responses sequential and successive rather than simultaneous (potential reasons offered by subjects for this pattern included keeping time with hummed music and avoiding fatigue). However, those subjects who were not sensitive to single-source EXT contingencies (e.g., subjects BS and GS) were observed to emit pressing responses in a simultaneous pattern, each hand pressing its key essentially at the same time as the other hand, rather than sequentially. Is this an observation of a functional relationship? This question needs to be researched, although generating response succession (e.g., through cods) is a standard practice for reducing concurrent superstition even though it eliminates response simultaneity.

In studying that question the effect of equipment functioning on response patterns needs to be considered. Due to the constraints of computer functioning and logic, no two responses could be measured as simultaneous. They could, however, still be considered functionally simultaneous; for instance, they could occur during the same clock tick (on the order of one to five nanoseconds). Yet even if they actually occurred simultaneously, the computer necessarily dealt with them in a sequential manner, according to state table priority rules. In essence, any pair of actually or functionally simultaneous responses had an artifactual, enforced delay (a sort of minimal cod).

That delay did not seem to play any noticeable part in the contingencies. Subjects who were observed to respond “simultaneously” (i.e., whose responding approximated the artifactual delay) were not sensitive to single-source EXT contingencies. On the other hand subjects who were observed to respond “sequentially” (i.e.,
whose responding contained delays, between the alternating responses in any pair of responses, that were considerably longer than the artificial delay, possibly on the order of 0.1 to 0.5 seconds) were sensitive to single-source EXT contingencies. A parametric study to assess the effects of very short CODs (0.001 to 1.0 seconds) may determine a minimal COD duration at which one reinforcer source can be effective in generating sensitivity to contingencies with simultaneously reinforceable responses. The important point for the present study, however, is that the two-source procedure was always effective in controlling responding, regardless of whether the subjects emitted sequential or simultaneous responses. While previously no procedure seemed adequate to the task, the two-source procedure enables the further study of simultaneous operants.

One additional curiosity should be mentioned. While the EXT key responding of subject DS was superstitious in the first single–source CRF/EXT component in the W session, it did extinguish under the EXT contingency in the second and only remaining single-source CRF/EXT component in this session. At the later B1 session, responding on the EXT key again occurred in the first single–source CRF/EXT component (although in all other CRF/EXT components in this session, EXT key responding extinguished). This reappearance of responding under EXT in the first single–source CRF/EXT component in the later B1 session is an example reminiscent of spontaneous recovery. This possibility also needs further research.

Under the single–source condition, no surprise occurs when EXT key responding is insensitive to the EXT contingency, though some related circumstances can arouse further curiosity. The potential explanations for EXT key responding being sensitive to an EXT contingency under the single-source condition can be summarized. (a) When a CRF/CRF component was followed by a CRF/EXT component in which EXT–key responding was sensitive to EXT, one possibly responsible factor may have been the reduction in reinforcement density. (b) When a CRF/EXT component, in which EXT–key responding was sensitive to EXT, was followed by another CRF/EXT component in which EXT–key responding was not sensitive to EXT, one possibly responsible factor (though such insensitivity is basically unsurprising) may have been a sequence effect. And (c) when a CRF/EXT component, regard-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject / # of Session / Sources</th>
<th>AS</th>
<th>BS</th>
<th>CS</th>
<th>DS</th>
<th>FS</th>
<th>GS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Each hand’s number of responses per minute in each component of the B1 and B2 sessions for each subject.
less of whether EXT–key responding was sensitive to EXT or not, was followed by another CRF/EXT component in which EXT–key responding was sensitive to EXT, one possibly responsible factor may have involved responses being emitted in a distinctly alternating, sequential manner rather than simultaneously. These and other factors, such as the possible occurrence of some sort of spontaneous recovery, deserve further investigation.

**Other Considerations and Improvements**

During the study a number of other factors had the potential to affect the results. These factors included (a) the subjects’ age, sex, and handedness, (b) the two different types of training sessions, (c) the occurrence of the extra sessions involving VR schedules for another study, (d) the occurrence, for some subjects, of two sessions on the same day, and (e) the occurrence, for one subject, of the W session between the B1 and B2 sessions. While these factors were not explicitly assessed for their effects, no aspect of the data seemed to be systematically related to any of them.

Overall, the dual reinforcer source procedure used here makes the study of simultaneously reinforceable operants viable by generating adequate schedule–effect independence—and thereby limiting the concurrent superstitious responses commonly present when only one reinforcer source is used—without, by definition, requiring response succession. Consequently, a whole category of complex behavior, the category of simultaneously emitable, simultaneously selectable operants, is opened to more effective study.

Some improvements that would facilitate further research must be mentioned. Two of these concern the manipulanda and the point counters used in the present study. Manipulanda that are more controllable than telegraph keys would be preferred. The resulting capability of precisely adjusting the response requirement, in terms of both force and duration, would enhance the resolution of both the experimenter’s control of the variables and the analysis of the results. Similar advantages would accrue from the use of digital, or computer generated and displayed, counters whose speed and accuracy are greater than the electro–mechanical counters used in this study.

The problem with the use of electro–mechanical counters was that they required an electrical impulse a full tenth of a second in duration to guarantee their consistent operation. This was quite slow and raised the possibility of some reinforcers being skipped during high rate response bursts. The state table avoided this by counting reinforceable responses in a variable and decrementing that variable for each delivered reinforcer. This was cumbersome for two reasons. First, delays became possible between a response and the occurrence of the reinforcer it produced; while these were extremely short, they were nonetheless longer than the virtually instantaneous changes normally expected from computer–controlled equipment. Secondly, the necessity of this state–table technique (caused by using the available but old electro–mechanical counters) put constraints on the types of parametric manipulations that could be made, especially with regard to reinforcement parameters (e.g., reinforcer magnitude). Fortunately, the primary concerns of this study were molar in nature and so showed no problematic effects from these equipment limitations. More molecular and necessary experimental analyses will not likely be as fortunate, and so should be undertaken only with more appropriate equipment.

Another class of independent variables, relevant to both the present study and future studies, concerns subjects. Humans typically bring to experiments verbal repertoires and differential histories with respect to both instructions and “self–instructions” (rules and rule–governed, or verbally–mediated, behavior). The latter may be especially relevant to the present study to the extent that it bears on functional relations. A subject might behave differently depending on his or her history regarding verbal rules and self–instructions particularly with respect to experience with the workings of equipment such as might comprise experimental apparatus. For instance, a history that results in a subject stating to herself or himself that “equipment either works or doesn’t work” could predispose that subject to continue pressing both keys under one reinforcer source in spite of a change from CRF on both keys to EXT on one key. The present study held instructions consistent across conditions; it did not apply any other control procedure with respect to any aspect of subject history.

Instructions and history variables would also be likely to generate behavior that differs from the behavior other animals might emit under the same contingencies. One aspect of the data, while not relevant to the overall conclusions of the present study, implies that those variables may indeed have been operating. Different subjects showed different response patterns in extinction. Only one subject showed an extinction curve similar to those typically generated by other animal subjects; this was subject B1 (see the right hand record in Figure 3). Another subject made simple testing–like responses on the EXT key after each 100 points, or so, was earned on the CRF key; this was subject B5 (see the B2 session records in Figure 5). After a burst of responses under the EXT contingency, the other subjects were more likely simply to stop EXT key responding completely, with virtually no “curve” at all (although each pattern is slightly different). On a speculative level, it may be possible that these different types of extinction curves are due to the different and unanalyzed verbal repertoires and histories that the subjects brought to the study.
Due to those possibilities caution would be appropriate in considering the extension of the multiple reinforcer source procedure to non–human subjects. The extent to which the present data are a function of the verbal repertoires and instructional and rule–stating/following histories of human subjects rather than a function of more basic processes has yet to be determined.

The consistency of results between the within–session and the between–session comparisons suggests that the use of both may be unnecessarily redundant. However, retaining both types of sessions for each subject provides a source and crosscheck for clues to understanding whatever is discovered in the data. Additional sessions with each subject, either under the same controlling variables, or under different ones (providing data on historical effects), can only benefit the fine–tuning and further use of the multi–reinforcer source procedure in the study of complex, especially human, behavior.

Later data may show that the results reported here are typical of performances only early in the subject’s exposure to the contingencies. Given more time, stable, sensitive responding might occur even under the single–source condition (though one would still have to ask: Why then and not earlier?). The relevant questions, though, are still these: Which generates more sensitivity to contingencies, the single–source condition or the multiple source condition? And which of these conditions is more analogous to the contingencies experienced in everyday reality? Only more research will tell.

**Conclusion**

Complex human behavior involves both simultaneous and sequential/alternating response patterns, and both need attention from researchers. Even though simultaneous responses may be more resistant to analysis, they may also more accurately characterize reality. The multiple reinforcer source procedure reported here may make possible a research project that replicates basic research on fundamental operant processes by extending the study of these processes to more complex, multiple operants. Such a research project can be a systematic and purely inductive investigation and cataloging of what happens when various basic contingencies include complex behaviors.

Before developing that kind of project, replication of the present study is needed. This replication should include both variations in the number of selector sources, and other factors (e.g., different rest periods—or none—between the component pairs in a session, other types of selectors, additional sessions that run dual/multiple sources first instead of single sources first, variations in instructions, and variations in contingencies—since sensitivity to the maximally different contingencies of crf and ext is no guarantee that sensitivity will hold under contingencies that are more similar). If that replication shows the multiple reinforcer source procedure to be reliable, then this procedure might evolve into a more general multiple selector source procedure, and additional variables can be investigated, singly or in combination. The investigation of some of these variables will benefit from the continued comparison of single and multiple selector sources; other variables may be addressed adequately with only multiple sources. Many antecedent and postcedent variables are worthy of study including (a) establishing operations, (b) stimulus discrimination, (c) generalization, (d) reinforcement schedules, (e) punishment control, (f) schedule–induced effects, (g) competing selectors (e.g., reinforcers and/or punishers of different magnitudes), and (h) multiple or varying selectors (sometimes the same type and sometimes different) for each separate, simultaneously emittable operant.

Most of those additional variables would be worthy of study both with and without the presence of discriminative stimuli in the contingencies. With some of those additional variables various selector parameters can also be researched. Such parameters could include added and subtracted (see Ledoux, 1997b) reinforcers and punishers, and primary and secondary reinforcers and punishers, as well as the latency, duration, and magnitude (a) of one or more reinforcers and punishers, and (b) of one or more response topographies. And any or all additional variables can be studied, for instance, (a) with and without instructions or variations in instructions, (b) with three or more, rather than two, simultaneously emittable responses, (c) with response–independent selectors (e.g., playing back non–contingently what the subject just produced contingently), and/or (d) with and without known or provided or (with younger subjects) short histories.

To answer those questions could take several decades (probably more) of work by many researchers. Additional, more complex or more detailed questions, worthy of attention from candidates or holders of m.a. and ph.d. degrees, will undoubtedly arise from the data of the basic studies, as they have even from the present study.

A research project of this type can also provide a level of research effort that is especially suited to the training of behavioriological scientists by involving undergraduates as well as more advanced students and experienced researchers. The conceptual and technological levels of the basic research program are well within the reach of undergraduate students who are training in behavioriological science. Undergraduates in particular can benefit from participation in this research. They could experience early in their training (a) the requirements of study, patience, and careful planning, (b) the thrill of discovery when their efforts answer research questions, (c) the satisfaction
of making an original contribution to a growing body of knowledge about complex, especially human, behaviors, and (d) the further satisfaction when they find ways to apply those answers to concerns in the world at large. These are educational consequences valuable to both the student/researcher and the culture at large, especially since simultaneous responses and multiple selector sources may characterize notable portions of reality and so should be thoroughly analyzed.

At this point, one cannot predict what important discoveries await research expansion into the effects of simultaneous selectors on simultaneously emittable multiple operants. One can reasonably predict, based on the beneficial results that have come from previous basic behaviorological research efforts, that beneficial results will also accrue from the research proposed here.
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[This quote originated as the only footnote, and its source, in Chapter 10 of the author’s General Behaviorology book (see Fraley, L.E. [2008]. General Behaviorology: The Natural Science of Human Behavior [p. 338]. Canton, NY: ABCs.). That chapter, on graphs and graphing technique, needed a footnote when pointing out the usefulness of a battery of coordinated graphs. The responses at the end of this footnote—which are relevant to one of the major objectives of the book—have applications in contexts far wider than just this chapter; for this reason the footnote and its source are quoted here.—Ed.]

...It proves easier to tease out the interrelations among the variables when different kinds of data are graphed in this time–coordinated way.1 … This example illustrates that coordinated graphs afford a more complete and comprehensive analytical profile of the situation under investigation by making relations among different dependent variables easier to see. Behaviorologically, we would say that the presentation of such an arrangement of graphic stimuli, which makes relations among various dependent variables more salient, facilitates those relations acquiring functional control over certain critical neural body parts of the viewer.

1 The reader will note that the text in this chapter, like that in others, is stylistically written in a combination of (a) common agential language and (b) language crafted to reflect the naturalistic behaviorological perspective. The agential language is comfortably familiar to most readers, and its appearances represent a compromise that facilitates reading behavior at the expense of technical correctness. The agential language typically appears in passages where, if uncritically accepted, it may not perplex the reader. On the other hand, to the extent that its appearances begin to evoke the critical attention of the reader, the book is succeeding in one of its major objectives. For instance, those who may be annoyed by the expressed implication that interrelations revealed in a set of coordinated graphs are “teased out” by some kind of proactive environment–appreciating agent within the viewer are to be congratulated on their maturing scientific sensitivity. They may also enjoy exercising those powers on the preceding acknowledgment of their achievement, and then, in turn, on this invitation to do so.

Lawrence E. Fraley
Professor of Behaviorology (retired)
Single Parenting: When It’s All Up to You

Glenn I. Latham
Utah State University Logan

[This is the third article in the first issue (Volume 1, Number 1) of Glenn Latham's Parenting Prescriptions magazine. As one of the four Founders of TIBI and a Behaviorology Today staff writer, Dr. Latham’s work has appeared in the pages of this journal before. We are thankful to have received permission to occasionally reprint one of his helpful, science-based practical articles, like this one, for parents and other child caregivers. (Readers can obtain all four issues of Parenting Prescriptions magazine through the “Products” section of www.parentrx.com which is the web site that Glenn established as an information resource.)—Ed.]

Single or married, parents need the same basic skills to parent effectively. The most basic of parenting skills is the ability to elevate the general level of positive reinforcement [See Cautela, 1994.—Ed.] in the home. Readers of Parenting Prescriptions will hear about positive reinforcement over and over again. I don’t apologize for this repetition. Positive parent–child interaction is too essential to say only once. A wise person once noted that a genius is a person who does what he is supposed to after having been told to do it only 12 times.

Of course, environment may (and often does) complicate parenting. With the right skills, however, you can minimize or even eliminate these complications.

This article explains what you can do to minimize or even eliminate some of the complications of being a single parent. Of course, one article cannot possibly address every concern single parents have, but this article can lay a foundation on which to build solutions to the myriad parenting concerns single parents have.

In interacting with children, parents must employ humor, attentive listening, and appropriate touching. In my experience working with families, I have observed that children in single–parent families need these kinds of parent–child interactions even more than other children, and if they don’t get these interactions at home, they will search for them elsewhere.

The single parent must double his or her efforts to ensure that these interactions are never in short supply. If these interactions are implemented by plan, with a clear purpose in mind, you will experience astounding results.

Laughter is the Best Medicine

Being a single parent often means having to bear the burdens of wage–earner, home–keeper, child–rear, and disciplinarian alone. With all this responsibility on your shoulders, you may not think you have the time or the energy to exercise your funny bone. However, I have a few suggestions for implementing humor in your family. These suggestions don’t require too much effort but can make a huge difference.

To help keep the level of humor up, make note of good jokes and funny experiences and share them with your children at an appropriate time during the day: at mealtime, in the car, before the children go to bed, or whenever.

You may want to keep a paper and pencil handy to write down jokes and humorous experiences. Left to memory, such experiences will be forgotten and lost—along with an opportunity to lighten the home environment.

You may also want to encourage your children to tell you jokes and humorous experiences. A colleague of mine has priceless memories of telling her mother funny experiences that happened during the day while her mother listened attentively.

Sound corny? Not so! Such simple interactions can work wonders in the home. Smiles and laughter are, almost without exception, the ingredient most lacking in homes where the general level of positive reinforcement is low; smiles and laughter are most evident in homes where the general level of positive reinforcement is high.

Listening Can Change Your Home

As a single parent, you may also think that you have little time to listen to your children. Despite all the claims on your time, however, you should try to spend some time each day just listening to your children. A few minutes may be enough to let your children know they are important to you.

Let me emphasize the word listening: Don’t give advice, counsel, gems of wisdom, or sage insights. Simply listen to what your children have to say. Smile, make eye–to–eye contact, and gesture your attentiveness.

Appropriate Touching Can Lighten Children’s Load

With young children, touching, kissing, hugging, and holding are easy. You use hugs and kisses to soothe a hurt, to send a child off to school, to welcome a child home, or to show affection as you read books together. These interactions are all easy and natural.

As children get older, however, parents naturally tend to touch children less often. And sometimes, touching can be a problem, particularly with children of the opposite sex. This change usually occurs at the onset of puberty. So, I emphasize appropriate touch.
For a father or a mother, a traditional hug is certainly appropriate, but other touching must be done with great care. For either a boy or a girl, a pat on the back, typically at or slightly below the shoulder level, is generally appropriate. Touching the arms at or below the elbow is also generally appropriate, regardless of the child’s gender.

A mother’s touch is typically more acceptable to either a boy or a girl. A mother tends to be less threatening: Mothers tend to spank children less often than fathers, and mothers tend to be more nurturing than fathers. However, a father’s touch must be given with great care, particularly where an adolescent daughter is concerned.

For fathers, touching needn’t be intense or prolonged for either a son or a daughter. The function of a touch is to heighten the acknowledgment of a job well done: For example, if a daughter performs at a piano recital, the father can say “Good job, you did well,” then briefly and gently hug his daughter.

Appropriate touching can be a quick and pleasant way to stay close. For example, when a daughter comes home from a date, the father can gently hold her hands, give her a peck on the cheek, and say, “Glad you’re home. Hope you had a good time.”

Appropriate touching can help keep the father–daughter relationship bright and cheerful. For example, if a daughter is doing her homework, the father can, in passing, draw his fingers across her shoulders, smile, and walk on.

These are examples of “safe” touch—touch that makes a parent safe to be around. I can’t emphasize enough the importance of a parent being safe to be around. How parents touch their children can let a child know in an instant just how safe he or she is.

I emphasize this point for a reason, particularly where fathers are concerned. In my clinical work with families, I have read much research about the importance of a father being “safe” to be around. To single fathers, I extend a special caution: Use appropriate touch to get and stay close to your children, but do so with care.

Mothers can be more assertive, more direct, and more attentive. Both sons and daughters tend to feel safer with a mother’s touch than with a father’s touch. Recognizing appropriate touch is even more crucial in single–parent situations. Without the balance created by the presence of both parents, it is possible for the momentum of the moment to find things getting carried away, beyond the bounds of propriety, and into dangerous territory that can have life–long negative effects.

In my clinical experience, I have observed that inappropriate touch is far less likely to be a problem for single mothers. An experience I had with the single mother of a 14–year–old boy illustrates the profound effect a mother’s
touch can have. The boy was angry with his mother because she had divorced the boy's father.

The boy loved his father and missed him very much. Since the boy was living with his mother, she was an easy and readily available target for the boy's anger. In fact, the boy's anger was reflective of the father's anger. The father's anger was one of the things that had contributed to the divorce.

On one occasion, the boy was being particularly unkind to his mother. What she wanted to do was slap his face. However, I had previously cautioned the mother against taking any such response.

Finally, unable to take it any longer, the mother flung her arms around her son, gave him a “great big kiss on his lips,” then held him close and quietly said “I know that you are upset. I can understand that. But, I love you more than anything else in the world.”

The boy's anger drained away. He stood before his mother as if in awe. She held his hands, and they looked at each other. No one said a word. Finally, the boy said, “I'm sorry, mother. I love you too.”

Mothers can get away with that! A mother’s touch, a mother’s affection, a mother’s kind and gentle words—and it was over. Appropriate touch and kind words go a long way. This interaction is what we call raising the general level of positive reinforcement in the home.

This article has just scratched the surface on minimizing or eliminating the complications of being a single parent. [For further information, see Latham, 1994, 1999, video program, CD program, and Ledoux, 2000.—Ed.]
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BEHG 475: Verbal Behavior II:
Volume 8, Number 1 (Spring 2005).

*An older version appeared in an earlier issue.
Always More at behaviorology.org

Visit TIBI’s web site (www.behaviorology.org) regularly. We are always adding and updating material.

From the Welcome screen, you can select the Sample page of our Behaviorology Community Resources (designed especially for first–time visitors). This page provides a wide selection of useful articles, many from Behaviorology Today, in Adobe PDF format (with a button to click for a free download of Adobe’s Acrobat Reader software, although most computers already have it). The articles are organized on several topical category pages (e.g., contributions to parenting and education, book reviews, and behaviorology around the world). Other selections on the Sample Community Resources page feature descriptions of TIBI’s certificate programs and course syllabi, and links to some very helpful related web sites.

From the Welcome screen or the Sample Community Resources page, you can also select the main page of the web site, the Complete Behaviorology Community Resources page. This page contains a more complete set of materials, including (a) more articles under the same selection categories as on the Sample page, (b) additional article selection categories (e.g., contributions to autism, natural science, outreach, and verbal behavior) each with its own range of pages and PDF materials, (c) many more links to related behavior science web sites, and (d) several new types of selections (e.g., books and magazines pages and PDFs, and upcoming activities).

Visit the web site regularly. After each new issue of Behaviorology Today, we link the issue’s articles to the relevant selections and categories on the web site.

Explore what interests you. And tell us about your site–visit experience. Your input is welcome, and will help us make further improvements.

As with any category of regular membership or Donor level, a paid online membership (us$5) earns and supports access to the greater amount of online material included on the Complete Behaviorology Community Resources page. (See TIBIA Memberships & Benefits in this issue.)

Subscriptions & Back Issues

People can receive copies of Behaviorology Today in ways other than as a member. People can subscribe without membership for us$20, and people can obtain back issues for us$10 each. Photocopy, fill out, and send in the “membership” form on a later page. As applicable, check the “subscription” box, and/or list which back issues you are ordering. Donations/Contributions are also welcome, and are tax–deductible as TIBI is non–profit (under 501–c–3).

While supplies last, new subscriptions—with or without a regular membership—will include a copy of each past issue of Behaviorology Today, beginning with Volume 5, Number 1, (Spring 2002).

TIBIA Memberships & Benefits

The levels of TIBIA membership include increasing amounts of basic benefits. Here are all the membership levels and their associated, basic benefits:

Free–online membership. Online visitors (who may or may not elect to register online as a free member) receive benefits that include these: (a) access to selected, general interest Behaviorology Today articles and links, (b) access to Institute information regarding TIBI Certificates and course syllabi, and (c) access to previews of the benefits of other membership levels.

$5 (to $19) Basic–online membership. Online visitors who pay the $5 online dues earn benefits that include these: All the benefits from the previous membership level plus (a) access to all Behaviorology Today articles and links online, (b) access to TIBIA member contact information online, and (c) access to special organizational activities (e.g., invitations to attend TIBI conferences, conventions, workshops, etc.).

$20 (to $39) Subscription membership. Those who mail in (by regular post) the $20 subscription fee and form receive benefits that include these: All the benefits from the previous levels plus a subscription to the paper–printed issues of Behaviorology Today (issn 1536–6669).

Contribution amounts beyond these first three levels are Donor levels, which are described in TIBI Donors & Levels in this issue. All memberships are per year. The next four membership levels (Student, Affiliate, Associate, and Advocate) were the Institute’s original membership categories, and so are sometimes designated the “regular” membership levels. Here are these regular membership levels and their basic benefits:

$20 Behaviorology Student membership (requires paper membership application co–signed by advisor or department
Other Benefits

Beyond the intrinsic value that TIBIA membership bestows by virtue of making the member a contributing part of an organization helping to extend and disseminate the findings and applications of the natural science of behavior for the benefit of humanity, and beyond the benefit of receiving the organization’s publications, TIBIA membership benefits include the following:

* Members will have opportunities to present papers, posters, and demonstrations, etc., at the organization’s meetings;

* Members paying regular dues in the last third of the calendar year will be considered as members through the end of the following calendar year;

* Members paying regular dues in the middle third of the calendar year will be allowed to pay one-half the regular dues for the following calendar year;

* A TIBIA member may request the Institute to evaluate his or her credentials to ascertain which TIBIA certificate level most accurately reflects the work (and so, by implication, the repertoire) behind those credentials. The Institute will then grant that certificate to the member; as part of this evaluation, the Institute will also describe what work needs to be accomplished to reach the next certificate level. The normal processing fee for this service (US$20) will be waived for members. For the processing fee of US$20, a non-member may also request this evaluation and, should she or he ever join TIBIA, the US$20 already paid will be applied to the initial membership dues owed. (Faculty teaching behaviorology courses can encourage their students to request this evaluation.)

TIBIA continuously considers additional membership benefits. Future iterations of this column will report all new benefits upon their approval.

**TIBIA Membership Criteria & Costs**

TIBIA has four categories of regular membership, of which two are non-voting and two are voting. The two non-voting categories are Student and Affiliate. The two voting categories are Associate and Advocate. All new members are admitted provisionally to TIBIA at the appropriate membership level. Advocate members consider each provisional member and then vote on whether to elect each provisional member to the full status of her or his membership level or to accept the provisional member at a different membership level.

Admission to TIBIA in the Student membership category shall remain open to all persons who are undergraduate or graduate students who have not yet attained a doctoral level degree in behaviorology or in an acceptably appropriate area.

Admission to TIBIA in the Affiliate membership category shall remain open to all persons who wish to maintain contact with the organization, receive its publications, and go to its meetings, but who are not students and who may not have attained any graduate degree in behaviorology or in an acceptably appropriate area. On the basis of having earned TIBIA Certificates, Affiliate members may nominate themselves, or may be invited by the TIBIA Board of Directors or Faculty, to apply for an Associate membership.

Admission to TIBIA in the Associate membership category shall remain open to all persons who are not students, who document a behaviorological repertoire at or above the masters level or who have attained at least a masters level degree in behaviorology or in an acceptably appropriate area, and who maintain the good record—typical of “early-career” professionals—of professional accomplishments of a behaviorological nature that support the integrity of the organized, independent discipline of behaviorology including its organizational manifestations such as TIBIA and TIBIA. On the basis either of documenting a behaviorological repertoire at the doctoral level or of completing a doctoral level degree in behaviorology or in an acceptably appropriate area, an Associate member may apply for membership as an Advocate.

Admission to TIBIA in the Advocate membership category shall remain open to all persons who are not stu-
students, who document a behaviorological repertoire at the doctoral level or who have attained a doctoral level degree in behaviorology or in an acceptably appropriate area, who maintain a good record of professional accomplishments of a behaviorological nature, and who demonstrate a significant history—typical of experienced professionals—of work supporting the integrity of the organized, independent discipline of behaviorology including its organizational manifestations such as TIBI and TIBIA.

For all regular membership levels, prospective members need to complete the membership application form and pay the appropriate annual dues.

Establishing the annual dues structure for the different membership categories takes partially into account, by means of percentages of annual income, the differences in income levels and currency values among the world’s various countries. Thus, the annual dues for each membership (or other) category are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Dues (in US dollars)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Board of Directors member</td>
<td>The lesser of 0.6% of annual income, or $120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty member</td>
<td>The lesser of 0.5% of annual income, or $100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advocate member</td>
<td>The lesser of 0.4% of annual income, or $80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate member</td>
<td>The lesser of 0.3% of annual income, or $60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affiliate member</td>
<td>The lesser of 0.2% of annual income, or $40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student member</td>
<td>The lesser of 0.1% of annual income, or $20.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Minimums: $20 director or faculty; $10 others

---

**TIBIA Membership Application Form**

(See the next page for the tibi / tibia purposes.)

Copy and complete this form (please type or print)—for membership or contributions or subscriptions or back issues—then send it with your check (made payable to TIBIA) to the TIBIA treasurer at this address:

Dr. Stephen Ledoux  
TIBIA Treasurer  
sUNY–CTC  
34 Cornell Drive  
Canton NY 13617 USA

Check if applies:

Contribution:  
Subscription*:  
Back issues*:  
Vol. ___, #___  
Vol. ___, #___

---

Name:  
Member Category:  
Amount enclosed: us$

Office Address:  
Home Address:  
Office Phone #:  
Home Phone #:  
Fax #:  
E-mail:  
Degree/Institution:**

Sign & Date:  

**For Student Membership:
I verify that the above person is enrolled as a student at:

Name & Signature of Advisor or Dept. Chair:

*Subscriptions: us$20/year; back issues: us$10 each.
**TIBI / TIBIA Purposes**

TIBI, as a non-profit educational corporation, is dedicated to many concerns. TIBI is dedicated to teaching behaviorology, especially to those who do not have university behaviorology departments or programs available to them; TIBI is a professional organization also dedicated to expanding the behaviorological literature at least through the magazine/newsletter *Behaviorology Today* (originally called *TIBI News Time*) and the *Behaviorology and Radical Behaviorism* journal;** TIBI is a professional organization also dedicated to organizing behaviorological scientists and practitioners into an association (The International Behaviorology Institute Association—TIBIA) so they can engage in coordinated activities that carry out their shared purposes. These activities include (a) encouraging and assisting members to host visiting scholars who are studying behaviorology; (b) enabling TIBI faculty to arrange or provide training for behaviorology students; and (c) providing TIBI certificates to students who successfully complete specified behaviorology curriculum requirements. And TIBI is a professional organization dedicated to representing and developing the philosophical, conceptual, analytical, experimental, and technological components of the separate, independent discipline of behaviorology, the comprehensive natural science discipline of the functional relations between behavior and independent variables including determinants from the environment, both socio-cultural and physical, as well as determinants from the biological history of the species. Therefore, recognizing that behaviorology’s principles and contributions are generally relevant to all cultures and species, the purposes of TIBI are:

A. to foster the philosophy of science known as radical behaviorism;
B. to nurture experimental and applied research analyzing the effects of physical, biological, behavioral, and cultural variables on the behavior of organisms, with selection by consequences being an important causal mode relating these variables at the different levels of organization in the life sciences;
C. to extend technological application of behaviorological research results to areas of human concern;
D. to interpret, consistent with scientific foundations, complex behavioral relations;
E. to support methodologies relevant to the scientific analysis, interpretation, and change of both behavior and its relations with other events;
F. to sustain scientific study in diverse specialized areas of behaviorological phenomena;
G. to integrate the concepts, data, and technologies of the discipline’s various sub-fields;
H. to develop a verbal community of behaviorologists;
I. to assist programs and departments of behaviorology to teach the philosophical foundations, scientific analyses and methodologies, and technological extensions of the discipline;
J. to promote a scientific “Behavior Literacy” graduation requirement of appropriate content and depth at all levels of educational institutions from kindergarten through university;
K. to encourage the full use of behaviorology as the essential scientific foundation for behavior related work within all fields of human affairs;
L. to cooperate on mutually important concerns with other humanistic and scientific disciplines and technological fields where their members pursue interests overlapping those of behaviorologists; and
M. to communicate to the general public the importance of the behaviorological perspective for the development, well-being, and survival of humankind.

---

**Periodical Information**

*Behaviorology Today* [known as *TIBI News Time* for the first 4 volumes / 8 issues], is the magazine of *The International Behaviorology Institute* (a non-profit educational corporation) and is published in the spring and fall each year.

*Behaviorology Today* and TIBI can be contacted through the Editor at these addresses and web site:

Dr. Stephen F. Ledoux, Editor

Arts & Sciences

State University of New York at Canton

34 Cornell Drive

Canton NY 13617–1096 USA

Phone • Fax: (315) 386–7423 • 386–7961

E-mail: ledoux@canton.edu

www.behaviorology.org

To submit items for publication, contact the editor. Send items initially to the editor both by email (or disk) and by hard copy.

Authors’ views need not coincide with official positions of TIBI. (Authors retain copyrights.)

---

*This statement of the TIBI / TIBIA purposes has been adapted from the TIBI by–laws.**

**This journal (BARB) is under development at this time and will appear only when its implementation can be fully and properly supported.—Ed.
Some TIBI Contacts:

Lawrence E. Fraley, Ed.D. (Retired, Chair)
Professor, West Virginia University at Morgantown
Route 1 Box 233A / Reedsville wv 26547
lfraley@citlink.net (304) 864–3443 or 864–6888

Stephen F. Ledoux, Ph.D. (Treasurer)
Professor, State University of New York at Canton
ledoux@canton.edu
Faculty web page: Click “Ledoux” under “Faculty Directory” at www.canton.edu

Zuilma Gabriela Sigurdardóttir, Ph.D.
(Member, TIBI Board of Directors)
Associate Professor, University of Iceland
zuilma@hi.is